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L’Aquila – July 10, 2009 

 

Joint Statement on the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict 
by U.S. President Obama, Russian President Medvedev, and French President Sarkozy at the 

L’Aquila Summit of the Eight, July 10, 2009. 
  
 

We, the Presidents of the OSCE Minsk Group's Co-Chair countries France, the Russian Federation, 
and the United States of America affirm our commitment to support the leaders of Armenia and 
Azerbaijan as they finalize the Basic Principles for settlement of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.  

We are instructing our mediators to present to the Presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan an 
updated version of the Madrid Document of November 2007, the Co-Chairs last articulation of the 
Basic Principles.  We urge the Presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan to resolve the few differences 
remaining between them and finalize their agreement on these Basic Principles, which will 
outline a comprehensive settlement. 

Fact sheet 

The ministers of the US, France, and Russia presented a preliminary version of the Basic Principles 
for a settlement to Armenia and Azerbaijan in November 2007 in Madrid. 

The Basic Principles reflect a reasonable compromise based on the Helsinki Final Act principles of 
Non-Use of Force, Territorial Integrity, and the Equal Rights and Self-Determination of Peoples. 

The Basic Principles call for inter alia: 

--return of the territories surrounding Nagorno-Karabakh to Azerbaijani control  

--an interim status for Nagorno-Karabakh providing guarantees for security and self-governance,  

--a corridor linking Armenia to Nagorno-Karabakh;  

--future determination of the final legal status of Nagorno-Karabakh through a legally binding 
expression of will;  

--the right of all internally displaced persons and refugees to return to their former places of 
residence; and 
 

-- international security guarantees that would include a peacekeeping operation. 

The endorsement of these Basic Principles by Armenia and Azerbaijan will allow the drafting of a 
comprehensive settlement to ensure a future of peace, stability, and prosperity for Armenia and 
Azerbaijan and the broader region. 



Muskoka – June 26, 2010 

 

Joint Statement On The Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict by Dmitry Medvedev, President Of The 
Russian Federation, Barack Obama, President Of The United States Of America, and Nicolas 

Sarkozy, President Of The French Republic 

 

We, the Presidents of the OSCE Minsk Group's Co-Chair countries, France, the Russian 
Federation, and the United States of America, reaffirm our commitment to support the leaders of 
Armenia and Azerbaijan as they finalize the Basic Principles for the peaceful settlement of the 
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict.  

We welcome as a significant step the recognition by both sides that a lasting settlement 
must be based upon the Helsinki Principles and the elements that we proposed in connection with 
our statement at the L’Aquila Summit of the Eight on July 10, 2009, relating to: the return of the 
occupied territories surrounding Nagorno-Karabakh, interim status for Nagorno-Karabakh 
guaranteeing security and self-governance, a corridor linking Armenia to Nagorno-Karabakh; final 
status of Nagorno-Karabakh to be determined in the future by a legally-binding expression of will, 
the right of all internally-displaced persons and refugees to return, and international security 
guarantees, including a peacekeeping operation. 

Now the Presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan need to take the next step and complete the 
work on the Basic Principles to enable the drafting of a peace agreement to begin.  We instruct our 
Ministers and Co-Chairs to work intensively to assist the two sides to overcome their differences in 
preparation for a joint meeting in Almaty on the margins of OSCE Informal Ministerial. 

 

 

 

 



Astana – December 1, 2010 

 

Joint Statement by the Heads of Delegation of the OSCE Minsk Group Co-Chair Countries and the 
Presidents of Azerbaijan and Armenia 

 

On the occasion of the OSCE Summit in Astana, Kazakhstan, the Heads of Delegation of the 
OSCE Minsk Group Co-Chair countries (the President of the Russian Federation Dmitri Medvedev, 
the Prime Minister of France Francois Fillon, and the Secretary of State of the United States Hillary 
Rodham Clinton), the President of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev, and the President of Armenia Serge 
Sargsian agreed that the time has come for more decisive efforts to resolve the Nagorno-Karabakh 
conflict. In this context, they recalled the joint statements of the Presidents of Azerbaijan and 
Armenia, with the President of the Russian Federation, on November 2, 2008, in Moscow, and on 
October 27, 2010, in Astrakhan. They further agreed that a peaceful, negotiated settlement will 
bring stability and security and is the only way to bring real reconciliation to the peoples of the 
region. 

The Presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan reaffirmed their commitment to seek a final 
settlement of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict, based upon: the principles and norms of 
international law; the United Nations Charter; the Helsinki Final Act; as well as the statements of 
Presidents Medvedev, Sarkozy, and Obama, at L'Aquila on July 10, 2009, and at Muskoka on June 
26, 2010. 

The three OSCE Co-Chair countries pledged their support for the Presidents of Azerbaijan 
and Armenia as they make the necessary decisions to reach a peaceful settlement. They urged the 
leaders of Armenia and Azerbaijan to focus with renewed energy on the issues that still remain in 
the Basic Principles, and instructed their Co-Chairs to continue to work with the parties to the 
conflict to assist in these efforts. In order to create a better atmosphere for the negotiations, they 
called for additional steps to strengthen the ceasefire and carry out confidence-building measures 
in all fields. 

 

 

 

 



Deauville – May 26, 2011 

 

Joint Statement on the Nagorno-Karabakh Conflict by Dmitry Medvedev, President of the 

Russian Federation, Barack Obama, President of the United States of America, and Nicolas 

Sarkozy, President of the French Republic at the Deauville Summit of the Eight 

 

We, the Presidents of the OSCE Minsk Group’s Co-Chair countries -- France, the Russian 

Federation, and the United States of America -- are convinced the time has arrived for all the sides 

to the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict to take a decisive step towards a peaceful settlement. 

We reiterate that only a negotiated settlement can lead to peace, stability, and 

reconciliation, opening opportunities for regional development and cooperation. The use of force 

created the current situation of confrontation and instability. Its use again would only bring more 

suffering and devastation, and would be condemned by the international community. We strongly 

urge the leaders of the sides to prepare their populations for peace, not war. 

As a result of efforts by the parties and the Co-Chair countries at all levels, significant 

progress has been made. The latest version of the Basic Principles, as discussed in Sochi on March 

5, lays a just and balanced foundation for the drafting of a comprehensive peace settlement. This 

document, based on the Helsinki Final Act and elements outlined in our joint declarations in 

L’Aquila in July 2009 and Muskoka in June 2010, provides a way for all sides to move beyond the 

unacceptable status quo. 

We therefore call upon the Presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan to demonstrate their 

political will by finalizing the Basic Principles during their upcoming summit in June. Further delay 

would only call into question the commitment of the sides to reach an agreement. Once an 

agreement has been reached, we stand ready to witness the formal acceptance of these Principles, 

to assist in the drafting of the peace agreement, and then to support its implementation with our 

international partners. 


